The courses listed below reflect conversion changes from GER codes to UCORE Categories, changes to established non-GER courses to add UCORE categories, and minor curricular changes as approved by the UCORE Committee and the Catalog Subcommittee. All revised courses are printed in their entirety under the headings Current and Proposed, respectively. The column to the far right indicates the date each change becomes effective.
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| COMSOC  | 421           | Revise          | [DIVR] [T] Intercultural Communication and Globalization 3 Course  
Prerequisite: Junior standing. How global processes shape intercultural communication and how globalization is understood, advanced, and opposed by different groups. (Cross-listed course offered as COMSOC 421, CES 421).  
Typically offered Fall, Spring, and Summer. | [CAPS] Intercultural Communication and Globalization 3 Course  
Prerequisite: Junior standing. How global processes shape intercultural communication and how globalization is understood, advanced, and opposed by different groups. Typically offered Fall, Spring, and Summer. | 8-16 |